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tem is also crucial. As a result, geographical courses require changes. A sound knowledge of 
one's local region much contributes to the understanding of environment in the broad sense. 
Environmental education must include the historical development of natural and social ele
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Introduction 

Czech Republic ranks among countries with the greatest extent of environ
mental damages. In most regions this damage includes not only various kinds 
of air, water, and soil pollution, as well as destroyed forests and other natural 
features. Moreover, damage of the social environment is equally or even more 
important since it brings long-lasting consequences and improvements are dif
ficult. Increased morbidity and mortalit.y (including infant mortality) are gen
erally viewed as the best indicators of the overall damage of human environ
ment. These indicators are, however, likely to be influenced to a lesser extent 
by pollution of air and other nature components and rather more by the 
lifestyle, attitudes towards one's health and by the health servicel). 

1) WHO (World Health Organization) claims that the quality of physical environment 
and lifestyle is by 80 % responsible for the health of population and the level and organiza
tion of the health service accounts just for 20 % (Dzlirovli, D., 1993). 

The international research project based in the Czech Republic "Teplice Programme" 
has come to similar results after 15 years of investigations. This project compares two re
gions: North-West Bohemia which has extremely damaged environment, and Prachatice 
District, South Bohemia, with high quality natural environment. So far, however, it has 
not been proved that damaged physical environment (especially air pollution) would influ
ence the health of population more than improper lifestyle (bad nutritional habits, lack of 
physical activities, stress, smoking, impaired family relations, risky behaviour, etc.) 
(RubeS, F., 1994). 

Though the influence of damaged environment on human health is generally recog
nized, direct proofs that would support a close relation between the rate of environmental 
damage and mortality are rare (see Statni politika zivotniho prosti'edi, Ministerstvo zivot
niho prosti'edi CR, 1993). 
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It seems more and more likely that most health indicators of the human 
enivronment and its damage are conditioned by a broad array of circum
stances. Apart from natural factors also psychological factors and the quality 
of social environment2) play an important role. The quality of life, however, 
should not be reduced only to a reasonable state of health. It largely depends 
on other matters and facts many of which are closely related to space in gen
eral and contribute to the social climate (lifestyle, values, interpersonal rela
tions, cultural level, attitudes towards traditions, leisure activities, etc.). 

Such a complex approach towards the environmental issues and the quali
ty of life should also be adopted in the environmental education and should 
become part of environmental awareness. 

It is this awareness, however, which is on much lower level in Czechia 
compared with conditions in economically developed countries. The 
Communist regime banned many environmental information and provided 
no systematic environmental education. The roots of environmental degrada
tion were not discussed or even hidden. Environmental issues received no of
ficial interest under Communism and the centrally planned economy post
poned these problems to futere generations. 

It will last long till environmental damages will be repaired and Czech 
population will again live in healthy conditions. Such a long-lasting process 
requires practical ecological provisions and also systematic environmental 
education: This education should stress intelligent and sensible approach to
wards natural and man-made structures. It also must encourage the role of 
behaviour and values that much contribute to the quality of social environ
ment. Priority must be given to the concept of individual responsibility. Since 
environment is a complex concept, environmental education should be given 
a more important position in the framework of geographical education3). It is 
necessary to sort and process more information from other scientific branch-

2) Social environment may be defined as the part of environment consisting of popula
tion itself, various population structures and interpersonal relations. Compared with the 
natural environment the social environment features material aspects (human beings) and 
also immaterial concepts as are language, culture, legal and ethic standards, traditions, 
values, etc. The quality of social environment is difficult to assess; it should be based on 
the complex quality of social indicators and social relations. The quality of social relations 
is influenced by the occurrence of negative social and demographic phenomena and fea
tures on one side and by progressive social facts on the other hand. As such, social rela
tions indirectly indicate the quality of social environment (Illner, M. et aI., 1989). 

In the Czech Republic, many negative social attributes affecting the social environment 
occur in regions with the worst life conditions. These are typified by a high share of sui
cides, alcoholism and drugs, prostitution, children under threat, abortions, increased di
vorce rate, etc. 

Social environment in the most devastated regions has been largely influenced by the 
degradation of countryside and the whole settlement structure. It included total clearance 
of many villages and towns, as well as negative changes of the urban landscapes (building 
of socialist-style housing estates). Ruthless approach towards cultural monuments was 
adopted and many were destroyed. All these aspects, however, occurred also in other Czech 
regions, though to a lesser extent. 

3) Environmental information and data were first included in Czech geography courses on 
primary and secondary levels as late as in the 1980s. Ironically, the importance of environ
mental education in Czechia has been even higher than in other countries. Apart from other 
reasons, the structure of geographical university education much contributed to such a de
lay. Environmental concepts were included into geographical courses at the university level 
later and to an incomparably lesser extent than in case of courses dealing primarily with 
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es. Apart from the traditional links with natural sciences (especially with 
ecology) geographical education is supposed to include sociological and eco
nomic data as well as information produced by physical and regional plan
ning. Historical development of all environmental components should also be 
taken into account. It is most likely that geographical education enriched in 
the above mentioned way would occupy more significant position in the 
process of raising environmental awareness and improving the quality of life 
especially among the young generation. To achieve this goal, however, it is 
necessary to alter the contents of geographical education on primary and sec
ondary levels. Also university courses that provide training for future geogra
phy teachers need changes. 

Environmental Issues as Part of Geographical Education 

The concept of landscape ecology and assessing of socioeconomic landscape 
components (including basic principles of regional planning) have received a 
great interest among school geographers, textbooks authors, and teachers in 
developed countries over the past decade. Human values, behaviour, and re
sponsibility are viewed as part of the decision-making process. Moreover, the 
scope of education clearly tends towards the extension beyond geographical 
boundaries: students and pupils recieve a wide range of information based on 
interdisciplinary contexts. Currently there are two main directions. First, the 
education focuses on global problems and problem regions of the world. 
Second, deeper understanding of the domestic region, town, and place of resi
dence is stressed; raising of environmental awareness is viewed as very im
portant. 

The above mentioned approach conforms the basic principles of the IGU 
International Charter of Geographical Education4). The Charter emphasizes 
the importance of geography for the environmental awareness of future gen
erations. 

The Czech educational system gradually adopts the general trends in geo
graphical education and its contents. Sections on landscape and environment 
were first included in teaching programmes and geography textbooks on pri
mary and secondary schools at the turn of 1970s and 1980s. Information on 

biology, chemistry, agronomy, and even with some technical sciences. A general beleif that 
environmental issues have little to do with geographical education and research long pre· 
vailed among the Czech geographical community. As a result of this delayed and careful ap· 
proach towards environemntal concepts, the geographical methodology of assessing the en
vironmental quality received little attention. Geographers just described the state of envi
ronmental damage or the protection of natural components. A complex approach towards 
the environment was rarely adopted and concerned first of all only the natural sphere. 
Sociogeographical aspects of the environment are still taken into account only exceptionally, 
both in empirical research and in the framework of theory and methodology. Though syn
thesis is one of the basic geographical concepts, in the case of environmental issues this ap
proach has not been adopted over many years. This fact is reflected also in the geographical 
education. Description still prevails and individual environmental components are just clas
sified. Complex approach towards environmental issues based on solving problems is rare. 

4) The International Charter of Geographical Education was approved by the partici
pants of the 27th IGU Congress in Washington D.C., 1992. The Charter calls for general 
attention to geographical education and to its key role in the process of shaping future gen
erations responsible for this world (Haubrich, H., 1994). 
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nature protection and quality of life (perceived as the level of man-induced 
damage of natural environment), on the most damaged regions and partly on 
measures taken to improve the state of environment in Czechoslovakia and 
abroad received more and more interest in the course of 1980s. Before the po
litical changes in 1989, however, the environmental "education" was limited 
just to partial information. Deeper investigations were not presented, the 
roots of topical problems were not discussed and little attention was given to 
possible solutions. Many facts were falsified or even tabooed and information 
misinterpreted. The regime did not encourage open discussions about the en
vironmental devastation that included open pit mining, plants based on 
burning of low quality coal, and toxic waste in water and soil. As a result, 
sound and complex environmental training was not supported. The education 
was much focused just on the necessity to protect natural components 
against pollution. 

Relatively important changes have been enforced over the past five years 
(1990 - 1995) in the field of general concept, contents and methodology of the 
environmental education in the Czech Republic. Above all, information on 
the state of the environment are not banned any more and real roots of the 
environmental problems are discussed and assessed. Environmental issues 
became integral part of many geographical courses and programmes. The im
provement of environmental knowledge is now perceived as one of chief tar
gets geographical education should be aimed at. Geographical textbooks re
leased after 1989 also devote much more attention to environmental prob
lems. 

The application of r-ecent educational trends much depends on teachers, 
their activity and scope of knowledge. The traditional educational concepts 
still much influences most teachers. The young generation, however, rapidly 
adopts new ways of thinking and the practical educational process gradually 
becomes to conform West European standards. The general prestige of geog
raphy as a subject is thus likely to be increased. 

The environmental section of geographical education in the Czech 
Republic will be influenced by practical needs. It also will reflect foreign ex
perience in this field. The main trends in foreseeable future should be based 
on the following ideas: 

a) The knowledge of local region and municipality should be extended. 
Environmental and landscape changes in the past and resulting conse
quences must be stressed. It is necessary to devote more attention to future 
environmental development including desired changes of rural and urban 
landscapes, quality of hoUSing, interpersonal relations, and generally the 
quality of Hfe. 

b) Geographical education should emphasize the activities and abilities 
needed for the environmentally responsible decision making (issues con
cerned with housing, new planning and landscape concepts, etc.). More atten
tion should be devoted to activities, discussions, projects, and scenarios con
cerning the development of society within the environmental framework. 

It is especially important to promote the idea of personal responsibility for 
sustainable development and generally raise the global environmental 
awareness. 

a) To extend the know lege of local region and place of residence is an effi
cient way how to link geographical education with environmental issues. It 
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also creates conditions for im~roving the human attitudes towards local area, 
especially among youngsters ). Deeper local knowledge enables comparison 
with other regions and creates a sound base for understanding the coexis
tence between society and environment. Theoretical statements and isolated 
pieces of information concerning environmental damages are thus replaced 
by a broader approach towards historical contexts of the state of local envi
ronment. The interconnection between the perception of local landcscape or 
local settlement and the general landscape development is especially impor
tant. The detailed scale also enables to observe the everyday life. If students 
would understand the current state based on the knowledge of the past, they 
would be more likely to adopt knowledgeable approach towards the future 
and undertake environmentally responsible decisions. 

b) Observation of the local environment produces a diverse material for in
formal environmental education. Natural and social features can be de
scribed, sorted, and assessed in field classes. Some projects and scenarios 
aims to solve real (or simulated) problems. Activities focused on improving 
the local environment and on raising the environmental awareness of stu
dents' families should also be supported. Regular discussions on current is
sues oflocal, national, and global importance are important, too, as are round 
tables with invited guests of various professional background. Leisure time of 
youngsters should be enriched by activities concerned with environmental 
protection and sustainable development. 

Generally, environmental education should be more future-oriented (in the 
sense of future space-time relations) and based on examples from familiar re
gions. To do so, it is necessary to combine the assessment of natural and so
cial components and adopt integrated educational approaches. 

The transition of geographical education aims to deepen the environmen
tal thinking of Czech population. The basic approach towards environmental 
studies as part of geography, however, should be changed. 

The Concept of Eco-Museum as a Method how to Extend 
Environmental Thinking and Enrich Geographical Education 

Geography as a scientific discipline undergoes permanent changes. 
Environmental issues in the broad sense as well as historical contexts be
come increasingly important in current geography. The environmental as
pects of historical development are devoted great attention in many devel
oped countries. Taking such contexts into consideration could iniciate 
changes in contents and scope of Czech geographical education, too. 

The environmental history ranks among the modern historiographic sub
disciplines. It studies ecological aspects of historical events in the broad con
text. Related to the environmental history is the historical geography of envi
ronmental changes - discipline which has originated in Europe in mid-1980s. 
Environmental history is the history of nature and its changes as perceived 
by humans; the history of natural images reflected in ideas, culture, and art; 

5) The experience from geographical education in developed countries, for instance in 
SWitzerland, has proved this fact (Aerni, K. et aI., 1993). The same is true with foreign geo
graphical courses, programmes, and textbooks in Germany, Austria, etc. (Geographie 1985, 
Lehrplan 1991). 
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the history of environmental politics. Environmental historians continue to 
emphasize the links with other scientific branches - with geography, ecology, 
sociology, philosophy, etc. Environmental history6) has developed rapidly es
pecially in the U.S.A. (Jelecek, L., 1993). 

Neither Czech geographers, nor historians have systematically studied the 
environmental aspects of human history so far. The knowledge of history, 
however, could much contribute to the process of environmental repairs and 
to raising the environmental awareness. 

The concept of eco-museum7) is an example of the historico-geographical 
approach towards the environmental studies at a small regional scale. The 
eco-museum itself proves how important for geographical education are links 
with history, ecology and other branches as ethnology, urban planning, histo
ry of culture and architecture, sociology, technical sciences, economics, phi
losophy, etc. 

G. H. Riviere, father of the eco-museum concept, conceived it in the end of 
1970s as an integral image of nature and life on a relatively small area over a 
certain period of time. The idea of spacial development has thus been 
stressed. Riviere's ideal eco-museum would show human beings as part of dy
namic bilateral relations between man and environment. Under the term 
"environment" he understood the entire space, the realm of nature and cul
ture. Apart from the rural environment, often shown in vernacular architec
ture reserves, the Riviere's concept also includes the urban and industrial en
vironment. A permanent exhibition shows the historical development and the 
character of respective region is documented in crucial stages of natural and 
human history up to the present. Future prospects are also included. 
Important realities that directly influence the future development are em
phasized. Apart from the permanent historical exhibition the eco-museum al
so contains natural and cultural features in the open air that typify the area 
and contribute to the understanding of local environment. These include rur
al, urban, and industrial architecture, historical sites, archaeological find
ings, natural phenomena (geological freaks, habitats of unique animals and 
plants), typical man-induced structures, etc. Such objects are linked with in
troductory trails and provided with written information8). This idea, howev
er, does not allow to place an eco-museum under one roof. In contrast to an 
eco-museum, a traditional museum is usually concerned with a larger region 
and the local population does not directly take part. On the contrary, the 
Riviere's eco-museum concept underlines the role of local people. Locals are 

6) Environmental history should be distinguished from historical ecology. The former 
deals with the development of nature-society relations and their positive and negative con
sequences on both sides. The latter studies namely negative aspects of human activities in 
the sphere of nature (Jelecek, L., 1993). 

7) To a certain extent, the idea of eco·museum in general has been influenced by the cri
sis of traditional museums. These do not reflect modern needs and new forms are looked 
for. Georges Henri Riviere, founder of the Museum of Folk Art and Traditions in Paris, 
first promoted the idea of eco-museum (Hinten, W., 1985, Riviere, G. H., 1985). The word 
"eco-museum" which reflects the special environmental concern has been first created by 
Huguesde Varine Bohan, Riviere's successor in the International Council of Museums. R. 
Poujad, French Minister for Environment, officially approved this term. 

8) The idea, aims, and practical forms of an eco-museum, however, differs significantly 
from museums in the open air, vernacular architecture reserves, and introductory trails 
that have more limited scope. 
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invited to cooperate according to one's abilities and interests. Since they are 
asked to contribute with their knowledge and experience and as such to in
fluence the future development of their domicile, locals mostly take the cre
ation of eco-museum seriously. Being co-authors, local people are also likely 
to take part in promotion and advertising9). 

France was the first country that has pioneered eco-museums since 1980s 
(Ecomusee de la Grande Lande de Gascogne, Ecomusee du Mont Lozere, 
Ecomusee de la communaute urbaine Le Creusot-Montceau-les-Mines, etc.). 
Other developed countries such as The Netherlands and Switzerland fol
lowed. 

We take the structure and purpose of the Simplon Pass Eco-Museum, Switzerland, as 
an example. 

The foundation that has built this museum in between 1991 and 1996 aims to provide 
visitors with a comprehensive picture of the economic and cultural life in the Simplon re
gion. It is located on the important ancient trade route over the Alps in a unique natural 
environment. The Simplon Eco-Museum administration is housed in the rconstructed his
torical building at Simplon-Dorf. Permanent exhibition on local history opens there in July 
1996. The main focus, however, is put on the reconstructed Stockalper Route that came in
to existence in the 17th century and followed the mediae vel route over the pass. The latter 
linked Northern Italy with French market places. Brig in the RhOne Valley and Gondo at 
the Italian border were important settlements at both sides of the pass. This trade route 
provided the source of living for local population over more than one hundred years and it 
brought prosperity to the whole region. The reconstruction aims to preserve the route for 
Swiss people and foreigners passing over Simplon. Selected natural and cultural objects 
scattered along the 35 km long section gradually become parts of the eco-museum. Apart 
from the reconstructed route itself these are former store houses, 17th century shelters 
and huts, mountain pub and chapel of the same period, etc. The eco-museum management 
also aspires to acquire some histrocally important monuments that would house various 
regional exhibitions (Kiihnlova, H., 1993). 

The concept of eco-museum is based on the study of local development and 
should result in a complex picture of the respective region. It is a picture of 
nature which has been gradually changed by humans and a picture of cultur
al and ecomomic activities that are largely influenced by the natural and so
cial environments. Apart from the local context also relevant national and in
ternational circumstances are presented. 

The eco-museum ensures the protection, restoration, and revitalization of 
natural landscape and man-made structures. It is also concerned with re
vival of traditions and conservation of cultural monuments. 

Educational programmes and raising the public awareness are important 
issues, too. These include widening of interests among locals and enriching 
the tourist and recreational activities as well as the upgrading the knowledge 
on local region in the framework of general edll;cation. 

9) The organizational structure of and eco-museum is usually based on three committees 
with precisely specified tasks: scientific committee, users committee, and administrative 
committee. 

Members of the scientific committee are mostly university scholars - experts in various 
branches. The selection is influenced by practical needs of the respective region. Generally, 
experts in geology, biology, geography, natural and social ecology, archaeology, general his
tory, art history, ethnology, agronomy, and other branches take part. 

Local people become members of the users committee. They are grouped into various 
supporting associations and clubs. . 

Institutions providing the financial support and management of the eco-museum have 
representatives in the administrative committee. 
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In general the eco-museum should contribute to upgrading the status of 
the respective region in people's minds and to enforcing local roots. All this is 
based on a deeper knowledge of local environment and local affairs. This im
proved knowledge and changes in behaviour that include accepting more re
sponsibility in decision making are part of the local patriotism and pride. 

The stimulative ideas on which eco-museums are based could be well ap
plied in the Czech Republic, too. Czechs are mostly educated people and the 
country boasts old cultural traditions. Many Czech citizens have a wide 
range of interests including reading, regular trips, visits to museums, monu
ments, and introductory trails. These activities are especially frequent 
among young families. Since the standard of living in Czechia is expected to 
rise under new conditions, it is likely that based on the long-time experience 
new introductory trails will come into existence and also eco-museums might 
be built. 

The coal mining region in North-West Bohemia would be an ideal setting 
for such an eco-museum. This area suffers from high air-borne pollution and 
severe devastation that rank among the worst of all Europe. 

The landcapes of North-West Bohemia have been devastated by the ruthless opencast 
coal mining and by high concentration of coal-fired plants. Some parts really resemble a lu
nar landscape: giant open pits, huge heaps of useless waste, polluted underground water, 
hazardous dumps, and devastated forests. 

This region was inhabited by Germans and Czechs side by side over many centuries. 
Thus, it was a setting of unique historical development. Fifty years ago, however, an im
portant population change ocurred there: Germans were expelled and the region has been 
resettled by people from various parts of Czechoslovakia. North-West Bohemia suffered 
from a large migration turnover also under the following "socialist" period. The stability of 
local population remained low over a long time. The border regions show a large population 
instability even now. 

High level of social pathology is typical for North-West Bohemia. The local population is 
by Czech standards less educated. The relatively high proportion of Gypsies (Romanies) 
makes a lot of problems, too, since many do not accept the general social standards. 
Certain diseases are more frequent due to the unhealthy way of living that also contributes 
to higher divorce rate, criminality, and dependence on narcotic drugs. 

The historical part of North-West Bohemian eco-museum would focus on main stages of 
development from the ancient times up to the present. The gradual environmental devas
tation resulting in a total damage would be demonstrated at the background of social de
velopment. The settlement history, population composition, as well as the destruction of 
social environment under Communism would be shown. 

Typical natural and cultural phenomena of this region - witnesses of the landscape 
degradation - would form parts of the eco-museum, too. There would be examples of recla
mation and forest revitalization. Devastated cultural monuments as well as those that es
caped damage would be shown (Most, Jezefl Castle), and also the prefabricated "socialist" 
architecture. Some urban sites are ideal candidates to become parts of the eco-museum, 
too: Kadan. (historic town), Duchcov (historically important town where the urban struc
ture has been recently deformed), and Teplice (the spa district). Other routes could direct 
visitors to the attractive recreational areas outside the coal mining region, as are Declnske 
steny (Decin Rocks), and Ceske Stfedohofi (Bohemian Highlands). Some environmentally 
friendly establishments could be linked to a separate exhibition focused on the changing 
environment in North-West Bohemia. These could include an ecological dump site, coal
fired plant;. industrial factory, or a residential area. The issue of through truck traffic 
should be demonstrated, too. The exhibition itself should be located in a carefully selected 
place where examples of the recent damage would be seen. Ideally, it would become an im
portant centre for environmental education. 

Creation of such an eco-museum in the coal mining district of North-West Bohemia 
would ineVitably bring many problems to cope with. Compared to the existing eco-muse
ums throughout Europe it would be interspersed on quite a large region (approx. 
1,500 km2) which does not attract much tourism and recreation in the traditional sense. 
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The eco-museum, however, should become a touristic destination, too. Moreover, the area 
of interest will continue to face complicated technical, economic, environmental, and social 
problems. Nevertheless, putting the eco-museum idea in action would much contribute to 
upgrading the environmental education. Regarding the size and scope it would become a 
unique project in the European context. 

North-West Bohemia would take benefits from the eco-museum, too. It would undoubtly 
increase the local environmental awareness and contribute to the improvement of social 
climate which is a crucial condition in the process of environmental upgrading lO). 

The concept of eco-museum gives a complex picture of the environmental 
conditions in a selected region. It proves that complex landscape studies 
make sense. The historical approach is crucial in the process of making one
self familiar with the respective region which is an essential condition for un
derstanding the past development and current problems and for future con
siderations. This broad approach towards the environment could much en
rich the environmental education and also improve the level of courses on re
gional geography in the modern sense. 

Conclusions 

Environmental awareness and environmental thinking must be upgraded 
if the environment in the Czech Republic should be improved. Geographical 
education that encompasses both the natural and social aspects of the envi
ronment should in future become more concerned with environmental knowl
edge and activities. Practical education should ever more be focused on the 
environmental responsibility as a message for future generations and on en
couraging values necessary for a better quality of life. Such a shift, however, 
reguires reformes in the essence of teaching geography. The traditional de
scriptive form and separate assessment of individual geographical aspects 
should be replaced by an integrated environmental concept. In order to suc
cessfully make this difficult transition of geographical education, geography 
as a science needs structural and conceptual changes, too. 

Eco-museums are institutions that trace the environmental history of 
small regions from the ancient times to the present and suggest how the fu
ture trends could be like. Eco-museums effectively contribute to raising the 
environmental awareness and encourage the environmental concept as part 
of geographical education. Since the Czech environment is infamous and 
ranks among the worst in Europe, the authors take the opportunity to sug
gest the project of eco-museum in the coal mining region of North-West 
Bohemia. This proposed eco-museum would have brilliant prospects to be
come an important Central European centre for environmental education. 

10) There are many other Czech districts where an eco-museum - if properly managed -
would contribute to protection of cultural monuments and to ,nature conservation. Let us 
mention the National Parks: Krkonose (Giant Mountains), Sumava (Bohemian Forest). 
and Podyji. The early industrial regions (Kladno. Ostrava. Liberec-Jablonec) would also 
provide a suitable setting. as would the spa district in West Bohemia. the Treboii region 
dotted with lakes and cultural monuments. ValaSsko (East Moravia). and others. 
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Shrnuti 

ENVIRONMENTALNi vYCHOVA JAKO SOUCAST GEOGRAFICKEHO VZDELAv ANi 
V CESKE REPUBLICE - PROBLEMY, NAMETY A vYZVY 

Ceska republika paUi mezi zeme s nejrozsahlejsim poskozenim zivotniho prosti'edi. Ve 
vetSine postizenych uzemi viiak nejde jen 0 ruzne stupne a projevy poskozeni pi'irodnich 
slozek krajiny. Stejne vjznamne, a mnohdy vyznamnejiii ve smyslu dlouhodobych dusledku 
a obtiznosti naprav, je naruseni sociaIniho prosti'edi. 

Zvjiiena nemocnost a umrtnost obyvatelstva, ktere jsou nejcastejipovazovany za nej
prukaznejsi indikatory celkove narusenosti zivotniho prosti'edi cloveka, jsou pravdepodob
nil mensim dilem zpusobeny poskozenim ovzduSi a ostatnich pi'irodnich slozek prosti'edi 
a spise viltSim dilem celkovjm zivotnim stylem, postojem a chovanim lidi k vlastnimu 
zdravi a urovni zdravotni pece. Prokazuje se, ze uroven zdravotnich indikatoru narusenosti 
zivotniho prostfedi je dusledkem pusobeni podstatne sirsiho okruhu faktoru, mezi nimiz 
krome faktoru pi'irodniho charakteru zaujimaji vjznamne misto take faktory psycholo
gicke a kvalita socialniho prosti'edi. Socialni prosti'edi ma na rozdil od pi'irodniho prosti'edi 
nejen svou materialni slozku, ale i slozku nematerialni (zpusob zivota, kulturni vyspeIost 
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obyvatelstva, pravni a mor~Hnf normativy, hierarchie zivotnfch hodnot, mezilidske vztahy, 
vztah k tradicim, vyuzitf volneho easu atd.). Kvalita socialnfho prostredi je tezko meritel
nou velieinou, kterou je nutno odvozovat od kvality komplexu sociaInfch znakli a vztahli 
obyvatelstva. Na zaklade intenzity vyskytu Bocialne patologickych, negativnich de
mografickych a naopak socialne progresivnfch jevli Ize hodnotit rliznou kvalitu sochilnich 
vztahli a indikovat tak neprimo i kvalitu socialnfho prostredf. 

Chapanf zivotnfho prosti'edf a kvality zivota v tomto sirSfm kontextu je nezbytne po
stupne promitat do celkoveho environmentalnfho uvedomeni obnatelstva, ktere je jednfm 
z nezbytnych pi'edpokladli pro zkvalitneni zivotniho prosti'edi v Ceske republice. Je proto 
zapoti'ebi prohloubit environmentalni vychovu ve vseobecnem vzdelavanf a v jeho ramci 
pak podstatne zkvalitnit environmentalnf slozky geografickeho vzdelavanf. 

NiiSf uroven environmentalniho uvedomeni obyvatelstva Ceske republiky ve srovnani 
s obyvatelstvem nejvyspelejsich zemf je diisledek zamerne neinformovanosti a chybejici 
soustavne environmentlilni vychovy v obdobi minuleho rezimu. 

S odvolanfm na soudobe svetove trendy ve vyvoji obsahu geografickeho vzdeJavani za
merujici se stale vice na zivotnf prosti'edf a kvalitu zivota se v clanku konstatuje naIehava 
poti'eba prestavby platnych ucebnich osnov zemepisu na vseobecne vzdelavaci skole. Tato 
transformace vsak neni myslitelna bez urcite promeny v pi'lstupech ke studiu zivotniho 
prosti'edi v geografii jako vednim oboru, z nehoz skolska geografie vychazf. 

Do vyuky zemepisu na obou stupnich vseobecne vzdelavaci skoly v Ceske republice se sidi 
informace 0 zivotnim prosti'edi dostaly teprve v 80.letech. Jednou z priein opozdeneho nastupu 
k tato problematice, jejiz dlilezitost a nalehavost vystupovala v Ceske republice jeste vyrazneji 
oproti jinYm zemim, byla take skuteenost, ze ceska univerzitni geografie se zacala ekologickou 
tematikou systematieteji zabYvat podstatne pozdeji a v nesrovnatelne mensfm meritku nez jine 
vedni discipliny (biologie, chemie, agronomie a nektere dalsi technicke obory). 

V uvodu kapitoly 0 zamereni obsahu geografickeho vzdela vani na zivotni prosti'edi jsou 
struene shrnuty hlavni smery zajmii skolskych geografii ve vyspelych evropskych zemich. 

Po shrnujicim prehledu vyvoje pojeti a obsahu vyuky 0 krajine a zivotnim prostredi 
v Ceske republice a po informaci 0 hlavnfch koncepenfch zmenach po roce 1989 jsou uvede
ny dva dlileiite a dosud opomfjene ukoly rozvoje koncepce environmentalnich slozek geo
grafickeho vzdeIavani: 

a) Prohloubit poznavanf mistniho regionu a obce se zamerenim na dejinne souvislosti 
promeny krajiny a vyYoje zivotnfho prostredf. 

b) Vyrazneji orientovat vyuku zemepisu na cinnosti a na dovednosti rozhodovat se 
s ohledem na zivotni prostredi (napr. v ramci bydleni, pri diskusich 0 planovanych zme
nach v sidelnich utvarech i v krajine apod.), venovat vice prostoru cinnostem, diskusim, 
projektiim a scenarlim zamerenym na vYvoj spoleenosti v prostredi. 

Autoi'i cJanku dale doporueuji sirsf a integrovany pristup pri poznavani zivotniho 
prosti'edi mfstniho regionu obohaceny 0 historicky a take futurologicky pohled na vyvoj 
prirodnf i socialni slozky krajiny. Za mySlenku podnetnou pro pojeti geografie mensi oblasti 
i pro posileni environmentlilni vychovy obecne je autory povazovana koncepce ekomuzea. 

Ekomuzeum je chlipano jako interpretace prirodni i socialni slozky mensiho krajinneho 
celku prostrednictvim historicke expozice v centralni budove muzea a na ni navazujicich 
prfrodnich i kulturnich objektii prfmo v krajine, ktere predstavuji reprezentativnf prvky 
dokladajfci koexistenci cloveka a prostredi v dejinnem vyvoji. Tvorba ekomuzea zalozena 
na vyzkumu vyvoje regionu smeruje k vytvorenf komplexniho obrazu oblasti - obrazu 
pfirodniho prosti'edi meniciho se postupne pod vlivem eloveka a obrazu kulturni a hos
podai'ske cinnosti cloveka ovlivnovane prirodnim i sociaInim prostredim, a to nejen v me
fitku mistnim, ale i v sirsich regionalnich souvislostech narodnich i nadnarodnich. 

Stat obsahuje namet na vybudgvani ekomuzea stredoevropskeho vyznamu, a to v pa
nevnim prostoru severozapadnich Cech, ktery v ramci Evropy patTi k oblastem s nejvetsim 
znecistenim ovzdusi, s rozsahlou devastaci krajiny a s narusenYm socialnim prostredim. 

Clanek je vyzvou k prestavbe pojeti a obsahu geografickeho vzdelavani, ktere by se v bu
doucnu malo podstatne vyznamnaji podflet na ovlivnovani environmentaIniho mysleni oby
vatelstva. 
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